
What makes a house a home

By Makenzi Johnson

“A home is not always a house with four walls, sometimes it’s a person.”

That’s what the caption read for a random TikTok video I saw one day. The comment section

was filled with small stories about someone growing up in a house with toxic parents or siblings,

sometimes abuse and assault. The house they grew up in is not a home for them.

I think I got lucky. I couldn’t relate to the video.  My family isn’t toxic and I feel safe in my

house. I love my house, adore it even. I would disagree with what this girl was saying — home to

me is four walls.

Ever since I was a little girl, I’ve taken so much pride in how my bedroom is decorated. When I

was four, I had Winnie the Pooh wallpaper and a lampshade that was patterned with the moon

and stars. When I was eight, my dad painted yellow, white, pale pink and pale green stripes on

one of my walls and my curtains and lampshades matched the pink. When I was 10, I bought

black and hot pink decor from Hobby Lobby to have a Paris themed bedroom, very diva-like. On

my 13th birthday, my mom surprised me with a bedroom makeover: repainted the walls a light

gray, new aqua and white bedding, hand-sewed curtains, new wall decor and more. When I was

16, I made my first “big purchase” for myself, a $100 white and black checked comforter from

Urban Outfitters and printed out hundreds of quotes from Pinterest, taping them up behind my

bed — it became “Makenzi’s infamous quote wall.” When I was 18, I went online shopping for

new wall decor, did DIY projects for decor and organization and made a photo collage of

“aesthetic” vintage photos of Italy and Greece, edits of Harry Styles and quotes about loving

yourself.

At the start of both freshman and sophomore year of college, the first thing I did when I moved

into the dorms was decorate. I didn’t even put my clothes in drawers or make my bed before

hanging photos of friends, my favorite musicians, movie posters, Henri Matisse and Claude

Monet paintings, quotes and more. I can’t settle without personalizing my space.

While my family and friends do play a minor role in how I define home, the physical space is

what makes it. My Grandma and Grandpa’s cabin that’s warmed by a wood burning stove, my

aunt and uncle’s home decorated with Pottery Barn and Restoration Hardware, my childhood

house where the carpet feels like clouds, the couch embraces me every time I sit down and where

the double-door fridge holds the blessed leftovers — that’s home to me.

I wish this was the case for the people on TikTok commenting about their lack of a home. I wish

they had a bedroom they felt safe in, parents who welcome them back with open arms and

fridges filled with their favorite foods. I wish they could feel safe, too. But, I don’t have a Genie

in a bottle and the harsh reality is that some people won’t have that, at least not in this stage of

their life.



I got lucky. Home is the smell of my mom’s Red Door perfume, my soft feeling of my cat’s fur,

the taste of my Dad’s cooking and the sound of my brothers laughing at their own jokes. Home is

my bedroom that I’ve spent countless hours decorating every few years. Home is the pea soup

green colored siding of my house in Fargo, ND. Home is pulling into the driveways of family

members' houses as they stand at the door waving, welcome.

Home is a house with four walls.


